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1. The different phases of the game
A game of League of Legends can be broken into three parts: Laning Phase, Mid Game, and
Late Game. Each phase is played differently.

Laning Phase starts at the beginning of the game and ends when one team takes the first
tower down. Your team's goal during the laning phase is to deal the final blow to enemy minions
in order to gain bonus gold. Being around minions provides experience which is essential to
leveling up.  Even if you don’t kill a minion you will receive the experience for being around it,
however, the gold is an exclusive bonus to finishing off the minion.

The act of focusing on dealing the final blow on minions is called “farming.” You should prioritize
farming during the laning phase and dealing damage to the enemy tower. Players should
participate in small skirmishes with their lane opponent (enemy). Players should take longer
fights when they have an advantage such as having: a large allied minion wave (they will focus
enemy champions that attack you), your jungler (see section 6) or an ally gank, a level
advantage, an item advantage, and/or a health or mana advantage.

Players can get a level advantage by gaining more experience than an opponent. If you take
down opponents in lane they will miss the experience from the minions since they are not there
to collect it, however, killing enemy’s isn't the only way to get an experience lead.

Players can get an item advantage by getting a gold advantage. You get this by last hitting the
enemy minions for the bonus gold. Some players also take  jungle camps if their jungler allows
them too. The gold advantage means nothing if your players don’t buy items with it after getting
it. Generally speaking you do not want to fight enemies when you have 1,800 gold or more
because this is a considerable amount of  stats you can be getting from items.



For the first 14 minutes of the game all outer tower health is broken into 5 segments and is
known as turret plating. Every segment you destroy grants bonus gold to all nearby allies. This
gold is incredibly important and can contribute to your item advantage. Gold is used to purchase
items in the shop and every item gives your character an increase in certain stats, stat bonuses
vary by item. You can only buy items when you are in base or respawning. Everytime you take
down a segment the turret will get a buff (power up) that raises its defensive stats based on how
many enemy champions are nearby. This effect can occur multiple times.

Mid Game begins after the first tower is taken down. During this phase of the game your team
should be moving in groups and focusing on taking out the rest of the outer turrets in the game
or trying to get the neutral objectives such as Dragon, Rift Herald. If you are ahead enough or
very behind then getting Baron early is a good idea. More on the neutral objectives in the Jungle
section of this document.

Your team should also be looking to catch enemies by themselves in order to make taking the
neutral objectives and enemy towers easier. This can be done by warding enemy territory. If you
are behind then it may be necessary to ward in neutral territory or your own jungle to have
vision.

If your team is ahead they should also be trying to look for full on team fights. On the contrary, if
you are behind you should be trying to avoid large team fights and try to farm in order to catch
back up in levels or gold. This means avoiding major fights and focusing on taking out enemy
minions for gold.

Late Game starts around the 35 minute mark. Around this time people in the game should be
finishing up their last items, death timers should be relatively long, and a Dragon Soul or Elder
Dragon are usually in play while Baron is up.

At this point your team should be prioritizing the Dragon Soul/Elder Dragon alongside the Baron
which are jungle creatures located in neutral territory, more on this in the jungle section of the
document. Your team should be focused on taking out enemy inhibitors in order to cause
pressure to make grabbing one of these neutral objectives easier. The pressure can also be
used to make it easier to take down other inhibitors. The pressure is generated from super
minions which are minions riding machines that take a significant amount of damage to take
down and deal more damage than your standard minions.



A key factor in the late game is building pressure by clearing enemy minions in the sidelines
(top or bot) and focusing objectives on the opposite side of where you have a large amount of
minions forming and marching towards the enemy base.



2. Vision, Trinkets, & Warding
In League of Legends vision refers to what you can see on the map. Both on your current
focused camera angle and on the minimap. If you have your camera angle following your
character you are going to have to have to left click and hold on the minimap to see around the
map. If you  The dark areas of the map are not in vision. Players are unable to see what is not in
vision but may occasionally see particle effects which can be a sign that an enemy is present.

Vision is key in order to make informed decisions about what to do when it comes to just about
anything. If you want to fight the enemy it allows you to see if there are enemies nearby that
might turn the odds against you. You can clear a neutral objective on the map if you don’t see
enemies nearby. You can confirm that you have the numbers advantage in a fight.

What gives you vision?
● Wards

○ Regular
■ Support items eventually upgrade into items that hold a select amount of

wards after certain conditions are met.
■ A player can place up to 3 of these at a time
■ Last a set amount of time
■ Cannot be purchased independently of the support items

○ Control
■ Each player can have up to one on the map at a time
■ Last until they are destroyed or the player places one in a new location
■ Can be bought in the shop

● Trinkets (On 4 by default)
○ Warding Totem



■ Can be selected at the shop at level 1 for free
■ Places a ward near you
■ Most team members should start with this one with the possible exception

of the jungler
○ Oracle Lens

■ Can be selected at the shop at level 1 for free
■ Scans the area around you for enemy wards and allows you to destroy

them
■ By the mid game your jungler and support should have switched to this

trinket to help get rid of enemy wards
○ Farsight Alteration

■ Can be selected at the shop at level 9 for free
■ Allows you to place a blue ward from a far distance.
■ Range for vision is less of a normal or pink ward but there is no limit to

how many of these a player can have on the map
■ Top, Mid, and Marksmen can switch to this but you always want at least

one aly to keep the warding totem trinket.



Where to ward?
All the circled areas are common places to ward but all are situational and are only effective if
you can use the information they give you to your advantage.



3. The Ping System
In League of Legends communication is key and even though your students will be
communicating via voice chat another great tool at their disposal in game is the ping system.

You can hit G and left click to ping anywhere on the map to default ping. Pinging this way will
make a noise the whole team can hear and leave this icon on the map and minimap for a brief
time.

You can also click G and hold down the left click and drag it in any direction to summon the ping
wheel.

You then drag the cursor in the direction of the ping you wish to use and then release your hold
on the left click. These act the same as the default ping.

This system is very useful when wanting to warn teammates of new developments on the
minimap.



4. Where people should go when they start the game
The map is made up of four areas:

● Top lane
● Jungle
● Middle lane
● Bottom lane

Until your students have unlocked smite as a summoner spell your teams should consist of 2
players top, 1 player mid, and 2 players bot. Once your players unlocked the summoner spell
smite then one of the top lakers should equip that summoner spell and jungle instead of being a
top laner. More on this in the jungle section of the document.

Certain role types cover certain lanes:
Keep in mind that you select characters known as champions that happen to fill these role
types)
Recommended for Beginners:
Top: Tanks, Fighters (also known as Bruisers)
Jungle: Tank, Fighter
Mid: Assassin, Mage
Bottom: (1) Marksmen, (1) Support
Recommended for Intermediate to Advanced:
Top: Tanks, Fighters, Mages, Assassins
Jungle: Tank, FIghter, Mage, Marksmen



Mid: Tank, Fighter, Assassin, Mage, Marksmen, Support
Bottom: Fighters, Mage, Marksmen, Support

Role type jobs:
Tank (Frontline): Absorb damage for the team and be in the front line. Depending on the
situation you will need to defend your carries or engage fights.
Fighter (Frontline): Cause damage and chaos on the battlefield while remaining alive. They
deal significant damage over long drawn out fights.
Assassin: To single out and eliminate high value enemies before or during a team fight.
Mage (Carry): To provide consistent dps (damage per second) on the enemy you can reach
while remaining at a safe distance.
Marksmen (Carry): Attack damage carry whose goal is to survive the longest in a fight while
damaging all opponents in front of you.
Support: Keep your carrys alive as your primary goal, assist your front liners as your secondary
goal.

Itemization for role types (What stats to build):
Tank: Health, Armor, Magic Resist
Fighter: Attack Damage, Health, Some Armor, Some Magic Resist
Assassin: Attack Damage or Ability Power, Some Magic Resist, Some Armor
Mage: Ability Power, Mana, Mana Regen, Some Health, Some Magic Resist, Some Armor
Marksmen: Attack Damage, Attack Speed, Some Health, Some Armor
Support: Some Health, Some Ability Power (If it’s a mage support), Some Cool Down
Reduction (CDR), Armor, Magic Resist

*note: Most items in the recommended shop work well



5. Where players should roam
When given time your players should be looking to roam, which means going to other parts of
the map. Players can make time for roaming by clearing enemy minions so that theirs march
into the enemy tower. This can be done via a slow or fast push. A fast push is clearing all
minions as fast as possible and a slow push is done by making sure your minions only out
number the enemy minions by a couple each time they spawn which will eventually lead to a big
wave of your minions piling up against the enemy’s minions. Slow pushes buy you more time to
leave your lane. Keep in mind that up until 20 minutes, every third minion wave will have a
cannon minion which is significantly stronger than the melee and ranged minions but is weaker
than the super minions. After the 20 minute mark they will spawn every 2 waves.

The arrows on the map above indicate common areas people cover when roaming from specific
lanes.

Top: Roams middle or into the enemy jungle either alone or with help depending on how ahead
the top laner is.
Jungle: It is the junglers job to help his lakers (allies who are top,mid, or bottom) and secure
neutral objectives such as Scuttle Crab, Rift Herald, Dragon, Baron.
Mid: They roam anywhere on the map since they are at the center of the map.
Bottom: Usually roams mid lane or into the enemy jungle with their jungle or mid laner



6. The Jungle
The jungle is made up of four areas highlighted on the map below.

Once your team has a jungler it will be their job to clear the camps within the highlighted area
while also rallying the team to clear neutral objectives located in the river. Every Jungler by
default clears their side of the jungle, but they can invade the enemy jungle as well.

Junglers need to buy the jungler specific item, Hailblade or Emberknife, in their shop. It will be
one of the recommended shop items when they first start the game. The item can only be
bought by someone who has the summoner spell smite, which is why jungling is impossible until
your students have unlocked that spell at summoner level 10.

After smite is used 5 times the knife will disappear and your smite will upgrade and you will be
able to smite the enemy champions, the smite effect changes based on with jungle item you
bought.



Hailblade Emberknife

Traditional Jungle Champions as of Patch 11.11

● Shaco
● Elise
● Warwick
● Zac
● Amumu
● Lee Sin
● Evelynn
● Ivern
● Khazix
● Ekko
● Fiddlesticks
● Udyr
● Kayn
● Morgana
● Sejuani
● Vi
● Master Yi
● Skarner
● Dr. Mundo
● Rammus
● Kindred
● Rek Sai
● Poppy

● Graves
● Viego
● Gragas
● Hecarim
● Olaf
● Trundle
● Jax
● Shyvana
● Jarvan IV
● Volibear
● Diana
● Nocturne
● Nunu
● Zin Zhao
● Rumble
● Nidalee
● Lilia
● Rengar
● Karthus
● Darius
● Wukong
● Taliyah
●

Each segment of the jungle contains three monster camps that provide experience and gold just
like the minions would.



The normal jungle camps (monsters) are as follows:
Green: Krugs (8 monsters)
Red: Raptors (6 monsters)
Purple: Wolves (3 monsters)
Light Blue: Gromp (1 monster)



Although every jungle segment has three camps (areas filled with jungle monsters) each
segment houses one camp that provides the person who clears it with a buff which lasts a set
amount of time.

The Blue Buff provides the player with heavily increased mana regeneration.

The Red Buff provides the player with increased health regeneration outside of combat
and also applies a burn that slows enemies that the player has hit with an auto attack.

Both the Red and Blue camps grant more experience (XP) than the other camps.



Besides the monsters in the jungle there are other monster objectives in the river, these are
known as neutral objectives.

Located in the river is a Scuttle Crab, which offers a significant amount of gold and experience
while also leaving a circle in the middle of the river that reveals that area for a set amount of
time. At the beginning of the game two spawn on both rivers after a set time, but after that only
one will spawn at a time on either side of the jungle. These are key for your jungle to get so that
they don’t fall behind.

In the green circle there are two different monsters that can be found depending on the in game
time. Before 20 minutes there is a Rift Herald.



Hitting it on the back when its eye opens does bonus damage. Once it is defeated it will drop an
eyeball that lasts a set amount of time on the floor and only the team who defeated can stand
on top of the eye in order to pick it up. It then becomes an item binded to your trinket (4 by
default). Using it has you channel for one second before summoning the Rift Herald itself which
will then charge into enemy towers doing about half their health per charge, but Rift Herald
loses a significant amount of health per tower it charges at.

In the green circle after 20 minutes, the Baron spawns.

Defeating the Baron grants the team who dealt the killing blow a buff to players that increased
the damage and tankiness of nearby allied minions. Only those alive when it is slain get the buff
and unlike the blue and red buff this one does not transfer over to its killer.

Dragons spawn in the brown circle and each type spawns at Random, until the third Dragon.
The first three Dragons spawn at random, but will always be a different element until we reach
the third Dragon. Every Dragon after the third will be the same element as the third until a team
has claimed the Dragon Soul buff, which is done when one team defeats 4 Dragons. After
Dragon Soul has been claimed every Dragon spawned after will be the Elder Dragon.



The Elder Dragon offers a unique buff that automatically eliminates enemies once you have
taken them below 20% HP and is a powerful comeback mechanic if your team falls behind. Your
allies must be alive to receive the buff, much like Baron Buff.

There are a total of four elemental dragons. Wind, Earth, Fire, and Ocean. Defeating them
permanently buffs your team for the rest of the game. Unlike Baron and Elder Dragon buff your
teammates do not have to be alive to receive the bonus.

The Wind Dragon has a single target attack and offers ultimate ability haste (lowers downtime
of your ultimate ability), ignoring the cooldown reduction cap of 40%. Wind Soul buff is a 10%
bonus to movement speed, which increases to 50% bonus for 6 seconds after casting your
ultimate ability (R).

The earth Dragon has an area of effect attack and offers a 6% bonus to your armor and magic
resist. Earth Soul buff is a shield for 200 that also increases based on 18% bonus attack
damage (AD), 13.5% Ability Power (AP) , and 13.5% Bonus Health.



The fire Dragon has an area of effect attack and offers a 4% bonus to your attack damage and
ability power. Fire Soul buff makes it so your attacks create an explosion around your target that
deals 80 Dame + 22.5% of your Bonus AD, 13.5% of your AP, and 2.75% of your bonus health.

The ocean Dragon has a single target attack that slows the one being hit and offers a 2.5%
health regeneration every 5 seconds. Ocean Soul buff makes it so you heal for 160 + 36%
bonus AD, 22.5% AP, 9% bonus health and you restore 80 + 3.5% maximum mana over 4
seconds.



Pathing in the jungle means the route that the jungler will take in clearing his jungle while also
weaving in time for him to help his allies. Pathing varies on the champion because many have
different strengths and weaknesses.

The standard level 1-3 clear is as follows:

You clear red buff, go clear blue camp, go to Gromp after blue, then go to the river to pick up the
scuttle crab when it spawns.

The same way works but in reverse. You can clear blue buff, take out Gromp, go clear red buff,
and get the scuttle crab in the bottom river.



After either of those are cleared the jungler should look to help an ally in a nearby lane (gank) or
return to clearing the jungle camps they have yet to take out for gold and experience. A good
jungler is efficient in his path and should always have the timers of the neutral monsters in mind
so they can take those with the team if they are in the right position.

When junglers gank they want to make sure that the side of the map they are going to gank has
jungle camps alive so they can then kill those monsters for gold and experience after their gank
succeeds or fails.

7. Summoner Spells

Summoner spells are the abilities binded to your D and F key and can only be changed during
champion select, once you’re in game you have them for the entire game unless you take the
rune called unsealed spellbook which lets you change your summoner spells at certain points in
the game.

On this document we will not go over what each Summoner Spell (SS) does because that can
be found on the client itself. What will be found are what runes are most common for each lane.

Almost every character in the game takes the SS Flash once it is unlocked because it lets
you jump over terrain and almost always guarantees an escape unless the opponent chasing
you also uses flash to chase after you.



SS for each lane/role to be paired with flash

Top: or

Jungle: or

Mid: or or or or or

Support: or or

Marksman: or or

In the bot lane you do not run double of any summoner spell (not including flash).
Example: No double heal or exhaust.



8. Runes
In this section we will cover the Keystone runes and what most roles take based on their
character type. There are smaller runes under keystones that you can see when editing your
rune page that will not be covered because they are situational. You can read what they all do
by hovering over them.

You get five rune pages by default that you cannot change when you start the game, but you will
unlock 2 rune pages at a later summoner level.

See above figure. You can edit your rune page in champion select by selecting the pencil icon
(green box) and you can select different rune pages by selecting the box to the right of the
pencil icon (red box).

You may also edit or create new rune pages by:
1. Click on collection
2. Select Runes
3. Choose create new if you have unused rune pages

or
4. Select existing run pages

(See figure on next page)



If your students make new accounts they will not be able to create or edit their own rune pages
until they are summoner level 11 and even then you can only edit your keystone rune. At
summoner level 13 you can edit the primary path and at summoner level 15 you can edit the
secondary path. You increase your summoner level by playing games, you earn more per win
as well.



One of the best resources in terms of what runes to take and also what items to build is
https://www.probuilds.net/. You type in the name of the champion and it will give you a list of
what the pros are taking with that champion. You can select one of the games the pros were in
and it will run you through what they bought in order and will also show their complete rune
page setup. It tells you who the enemy team is as well so you can find games where a pro used
the same champion you are using against a specific enemy.

Above are all the keystone runes in the game, they are called keystone because they have a
large effect on what your character can do. You get to choose one keystone per game.

Precision keystones: are for auto attack based champions. This makes them ideal keystones
for marksmen and some fighters.

Domination keystones: are for adding to burst damage. This makes them ideal for assassins
and champions that do burst damage like some mages such as Ahri.

Sorcery keystones: add damage to spells. Mages with consistent damage take these
keystones. Aery is oftentimes taken by supports that provide shields.

Resolve keystones: add survivability by buffing defensive stats. These are often taken by tanks
and fighters.

Inspiration Keystone: are wild card keystones that are used for specific characters and don’t
often go to specific roles unlike the other set of keystones.

https://www.probuilds.net/


The precision tree has 4 keystones
Press the attack

This rune makes every one of your auto
attacks apply a mark on your enemy that
lasts 4 seconds. Applying 3 marks on the
same enemy consumes the marks to deal
bonus damage and makes the enemy take
increased damage from all sources.

Attacking a new target  removes the mark from your
previous target. Once the bonus damage is dealt the rune
has a 6 second cooldown.

Fleet Foot Work
Makes it so moving and basic attacking
generates energize stacks and once you
reach 100 your next basic attack heals you
and grants a movement speed boost for 1
second.

Lethal Tempo
1.5 seconds after damaging an enemy
champion you gain bonus attack speed
which increases with your level and this
bonus also increases your attack speed
cap for 3 seconds. Attacking champions
extends the timer by 6 seconds.
This rune has a 6 second cooldown.

Conqueror
Basic attacks on enemy champions grant
bonus damage based on level. It is
adaptive damage meaning that the bonus
damage you get is determined by the
damage type you are building.  The max
amount of stacks one can get are 10.

Melee attacks grant two stacks per auto while ranged
attacks grant 1 stack per auto attack. Upon reaching 10

stacks you will heal from damage you do to enemy
champions. 15% if you're melee and 8% if you are ranged.
This buff refreshes as long as you hit champions.



The Domination tree has 4 keystones
Electrocute

Makes it so your basic attacks, abilities,
item effects, and summoner spells
generate stacks when they hit enemy
champions. Limit of one stack per attack or
cast and once applying 3 stacks to a single
target within a 3 second window will cause

the target to be struck by lightning that deals damage
based on your level and also scales off of bonus AD
and AP. The damage it applies is adaptive.

Dark Harvest
Dealing damage to a target below 50% hp
collects a soul from them.
This also does bonus damage based on
your character level, +5 per soul collected,
and scales off both damage types. Has a
45 second cooldown If the enemy is not

taken down, but if they are taken down then it resets
with a 1.5 second cooldown. Damage applied is
adaptive damage.

Predator
Gives your boots an active effect. 90 to 60
second cooldown based on level. The
active effect of boots has a .25 cast time
and once active grants a movement speed
bonus for 10 seconds that goes up to 45%
bonus over 1.5 seconds while running

towards enemies. After the .25 cast time your next
attack deals bonus adaptive damage based on level
and also scales with both damage types.

Hail of Blades
Basic attacking an enemy champion
makes your next two attacks to gain 110%
bonus attack speed and lasts three
seconds. Everytime an enemy is attacked
the timer is reset. Once the runes auto
attack buff is consumed it goes on an 8
second cool down.



The Sorcery tree has 3 keystones
Summon Aery

Basic attacks, abilities, item effects, and
summoner spells against enemy
champions sends Aery to dash to the
enemy to deal adaptive damage based on
level that also scales by both AD ( 15%)
and AP (10%).. Healing, shielding, or

buffing an allied champion signals Aery to dash to them
and shields them based on your level and scales by both
bonus AD (40%) and AP (25%). When Aery goes to an
ally or enemy it stays on the target for 2 seconds and can
be picked up quickly by walking closer to it. Cannot send
Aery out until it returns to you.

Phase Rush
Hitting an enemy champion with 3 basic
attacks, abilities, item effects, or summoner
spells within 4 seconds grants you a
significant movement speed buff based off
of your level and reduces all incoming slows
by 75% for 3 seconds. Bonus movement

speed is reduced for ranged characters.

Arcane Comet
Damaging an enemy champion with an
ability throws this comet that does adaptive
damage at the enemy. It is thrown at their
location where the ability you used hit them.
It takes .75 seconds to reach the area and
scales off of bonus AD by 35% and scales

off of 20% AP. Has a 20 to 8 second cool down based on
level and is reduced by spell damage (20%), Area damage
(10% per enemy hit), and persistent damage (5%).



The resolve tree has 3 keystones
Grasp of the Undying

Entering combat starts generating stacks
and after being in combat for 9 seconds
you should have 4 stacks that empower
your next auto attack for the next 6
seconds. The empowered auto attack
against an enemy champion will consume

the stacks and deal % bonus damage based off your
total maximum health as magic damage and will
restore 2% max health if you are melee and 1.2%
health if you are ranged. You will also permanently gain
5 health if you are melee and 3 health if you are
ranged.

Guardian
If you are near an ally (350 units) you raise
your guard. If you or your ally are attacked
while guarded for 90-250 damage based
on your level within 2.5 seconds you and
said ally gain a shield that covers 70-150

damage based on level that also scales from your AP
(15%) and bonus health (9%) for 2 seconds. You and
your ally also receive a movement speed buff. Has a 70
to 40 second cooldown based on level.

Aftershock
Making an enemy champion unable to
move gives you 35 bonus armor (+80%
bonus armor) and 35 bonus magic
resistance (+80% bonus magic resistance)
for 2.5 seconds. The bonus resistances
cannot exceed 80 to 150 based on your

level. After the 2.5 seconds you deal damage to nearby
enemy champions and monsters for 25 to 120 magic
damage (+8% of your bonus health). Has a 20 second
cooldown.



The inspiration tree has 3 keystones
Glacial Augment

Auto attacking  an enemy champion applies
a slow that increases in strength over 2
seconds. The same target cannot be
affected by the same slow for a few
seconds after. The slow amount applied for
melee champions is based on level (45% to

55%) and so is the slow for ranged champions (30% to
40%). Slowing an enemy with an active item creates a
600 unit frozen line in their direction for 5 seconds which
slows all enemies for 60%. The freeze ray has no
cooldown but the cooldown for the auto attack applied
slow is 7/6/5/4 seconds based on level.

Prototype Omnistone
You are granted a random keystone
periodically and after 40 seconds of not
using the keystone you will be given
another random keystone. The keystones
that are not used will no longer be rolled for
the next 5 rolls. You will only be given

keystones your character can use.

Unsealed Spellbook
While out of combat and not channeling the
summoner spell teleport for 5 seconds you
can swap one of your summoner spells to a
new single use summoner spell. You
cannot equip a summoner spell you
already have (no double flash, etc etc).

Your first swap is available at the 6 minute mark with a
300 seconds cooldown. Selecting a summoner spell you
haven't used yet reduces the cooldown by 25 seconds.
You have to swap to 3 different summoner spells before
returning to your original one. Cooldown ranges from 300
to 150 seconds based on unique swaps.


